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ABSTRACT 

In order to test our earlier work on carbon value associated with protein structure and function in dealing with biological 

activities, it is extended here in DNA system where the molecular DNA ought to be binding with drug with the principle 

arrived at carbon value association. We have calculated the internal one coming from carbon value of association for DNA 

and its complex with drug. It reveals that the association comes purely from carbon value based on cohesiveness. 

Accordingly, one can go on applying this carbon value-based force for cohesiveness and development of new drug. This 

carbon value calculations going to be crucial for drug discovery and development in pharmaceutical industry. 
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EARLIER WORK 

Earlier work on carbon analysis and all worked out with 

principle that protein structure and association are due to 

cohesiveness in the internal nature of association [1-4]. 

Accordingly, the amino acids are organized to meet this 

internal one [5]. At the same time the thymine centered 

codon does play an important role in providing adequate 

hydrophobic residues [6-9]. Arranging these hydrophobic 

residues are crucial for local structure to be intact [10]. 

Otherwise going to be inadequate in carbon role which 

might be attracting incoming molecules to satisfy its carbon 

value. Based on this carbon score, we have studied the role 

of carbon in disease [11-13] and applied to several 

applications [14-17]. According to carbon score, one would 

expect a carbon value of 31.45% for stable association 

internally in the macromolecule [18-22]. Accordingly, we 

have tested this principle of carbon score for protein system 

and all. Very well understood the concept of binding and 

associated changes in the system internally and all. After 

those study, it is extended here in DNA system where drug 

do interact. 

We have been working on for some time now that protein 

association with other probe one is based on carbon value 

coming with cohesiveness [23-28]. Accordingly, the 

association might be playing a role in other system as well 

including in DNA, RNA, carbohydrate and other carbon 

biopolymers. One can go on studying these carbon value-

based association study for different systems. One such a 

system here is drug-DNA interaction and all. 

Methodology 

Data 

X-ray crystal structure of DNA (3U2N) and drug-

DNA(1DNH) complex are obtained from PDB web located 

in RCSB. Otherwise, all of the protein and nucleic acid 

structures determined by various methods are stored here in 

PDB site of international collaboration and all. We have 

collected several structures of DNA interest but only those 

above mentioned are taken for further evaluation. The 

oxygen atoms of the water molecules are removed from 

PDB one. There are some Mg atoms in DNA crystal 

structure which is not there in complex. The Mg atoms are 

included in the internal COD calculations. Hydrogen atoms 
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are added to the crystal one using online tools available 

freely for the scientific community. 

Draft ICOD 

As in protein structure evaluation, the DNA structure also 

evaluated for internal one using our home-made PERL 

program. Fantastic observations are noticed here in DNA 

system of drug binding site and all.  Like in protein, it is 

observed to be the dia16 works out very well for the internal 

one and all. Interestingly each nucleotide is considered to be 

double the size of an average amino acids. That is to say the 

average amino acid size is 15.5555 atoms per residue where 

are in DNA it is about 32 atoms per residues. So, the 

deviations in active one considered for proteins is about 77 

atoms approximately 5 residues long whereas in DNA it can 

be 2.5 nucleotides which is about 80 atoms. 

The internal COD value for DNA and drug-DNA structures 

are obtained via ICOD software used in protein evaluation. 

Same dia16 is used get the ICOD values. After that the 

points are evaluated using plot as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Internal COD obtained for DNA (green) and drug-DNA complex [light colored). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The DNA sequence of ICOD valuation is given in Figure 2. 

Palindrome of DNA sequence with all of an adenine 

centered in 

ICOD of DNA obtained using our home-made software is 

shown here as model one as XY plot. Figure 1 indicate the 

ICOD of all obtained values in DNA and drug one against 

number which are labelled here in. Anything above zero are 

considered to be ICOD and treated as stable portion. But 

when it is zero, the ICOD is not followed and unstable 

portion. We notice here that there are internal COD but 6-8 

and 19-24 are long non internal COD regions which are 

considered to be active site. On binding the drug one this 

active site, it becomes internal COD and all. That is to say 

that the active site is non non-COD stretch now. As long the 

drug is interacting the, there are no COD and stable. The 

stability of this kind of binding is favored by the 

cohesiveness coming from carbon value which are governed 

by formula value of carbon 31.45% here in ICOD 

calculation and all. 

Figure 2. DNA sequence of ICOD valuation. 
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Of course, the ICOD obtained may be altered by changing 

this drug one with some of other functional one or atoms to 

adjust parameter of ICOD one. If alteration favors better 

binding capability, well the drug may be superior over the 

current one. Accordingly, one can go on synthesizing better 

drug one for the current existing drugs world. Practically 

speaking synthesizing totally new drug may be difficult at 

this point of time. But may be latter with sophisticated 

technology and all possible to do design. Alternatively, one 

would go on finding solution at root level that is gene 

modification and all. Favorable are to be chosen from atomic 

point of view rather than molecular interaction studies and 

all. Atomic solution based on carbon value are to be the best 

solution for finding drug and all (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Crystal structure of drug-DNA complex. The DNA is shown to be in wire frame model while the drug is in space 

fill and the bases adjoining the drug are labelled here as 7 and 20. Note that around these residues are found to be the active 

region which are becoming COD in drug bound to DNA. 

CONCLUSION 

Drug one going to be the apt for all those suffering and all. 

At this time of research, adequate principles that govern 

drug discovery are not yet developed. However, the new 

finding here in conjunction with drug-DNA interaction 

based on carbon value is promisingly the future of 

pharmaceutical industry to focus. Carbon value-based 

finding of drugs going to be the future of drug discovery and 

all. All that is hopefully going to solve all problems 

associated with gene malfunction and associated protein 

interactions. It is only demonstration here that drug can be 

better worked out at atomic level with accurate binding 

capability for neat selection for particular site to be focused. 
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